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Nuclear Strategy in the Modern Era
Presenting a fascinating insider's view of U.S.A.F.
special operations, this volume brings to life the
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critical contributions these forces have made to the
exercise of air & space power. Focusing in particular
on the period between the Korean War & the
Indochina wars of 1950-1979, the accounts of
numerous missions are profusely illustrated with
photos & maps. Includes a discussion of AF operations
in Europe during WWII, as well as profiles of Air
Commandos who performed above & beyond the call
of duty. Reflects on the need for financial & political
support for restoration of the forces. Bibliography.
Extensive photos & maps. Charts & tables.

Masterpieces of History
The author of Rise of the Vulcans presents a
controversial analysis of the fortieth president's role
in ending the cold war, in a provocative report that
challenges popular beliefs, reveals lesser-known
aspects of the Reagan administration's foreign policy,
and cites the contributions of such figures as Nixon,
Kissinger, and Gorbachev.

The Human Factor
The world is in a second nuclear age in which regional
powers play an increasingly prominent role. These
states have small nuclear arsenals, often face
multiple active conflicts, and sometimes have weak
institutions. How do these nuclear states—and
potential future ones—manage their nuclear forces
and influence international conflict? Examining the
reasoning and deterrence consequences of regional
power nuclear strategies, this book demonstrates that
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these strategies matter greatly to international
stability and it provides new insights into conflict
dynamics across important areas of the world such as
the Middle East, East Asia, and South Asia. Vipin
Narang identifies the diversity of regional power
nuclear strategies and describes in detail the posture
each regional power has adopted over time.
Developing a theory for the sources of regional power
nuclear strategies, he offers the first systematic
explanation of why states choose the postures they
do and under what conditions they might shift
strategies. Narang then analyzes the effects of these
choices on a state's ability to deter conflict. Using
both quantitative and qualitative analysis, he shows
that, contrary to a bedrock article of faith in the canon
of nuclear deterrence, the acquisition of nuclear
weapons does not produce a uniform deterrent effect
against opponents. Rather, some postures deter
conflict more successfully than others. Nuclear
Strategy in the Modern Era considers the range of
nuclear choices made by regional powers and the
critical challenges they pose to modern international
security.

In Defense of the Indians
We are at a critical juncture in world politics. Nuclear
strategy and policy have risen to the top of the global
policy agenda, and issues ranging from a nuclear Iran
to the global zero movement are generating sharp
debate. The historical origins of our contemporary
nuclear world are deeply consequential for
contemporary policy, but it is crucial that decisions
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are made on the basis of fact rather than myth and
misapprehension. In Nuclear Statecraft, Francis J.
Gavin challenges key elements of the widely accepted
narrative about the history of the atomic age and the
consequences of the nuclear revolution. On the basis
of recently declassified documents, Gavin reassesses
the strategy of flexible response, the influence of
nuclear weapons during the Berlin Crisis, the origins
of and motivations for U.S. nuclear nonproliferation
policy, and the nuclear dangers we face today. In case
after case, he finds that we know far less than we
think we do about our nuclear history. Archival
evidence makes it clear that decision makers were
more concerned about underlying geopolitical
questions than about the strategic dynamic between
two nuclear superpowers. Gavin’s rigorous historical
work not only tells us what happened in the past but
also offers a powerful tool to explain how nuclear
weapons influence international relations. Nuclear
Statecraft provides a solid foundation for future
policymaking.

Uncertain Empire
The Cold War in the Classroom
Oceanographers and the Cold War is about
patronage, politics, and the community of scientists. It
is the first book to examine the study of the oceans
during the Cold War era and explore the international
focus of American oceanographers, taking into
account the roles of the U.S. Navy, United States
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foreign policy, and scientists throughout the world.
Jacob Hamblin demonstrates that to understand the
history of American oceanography, one must consider
its role in both conflict and cooperation with other
nations. Paradoxically, American oceanography after
World War II was enmeshed in the military-industrial
complex while characterized by close international
cooperation. The military dimension of marine
science--with its involvement in submarine acoustics,
fleet operations, and sea-launched nuclear
missiles--coexisted with data exchange programs with
the Soviet Union and global operations in seas without
borders. From an uneasy cooperation with the Soviet
bloc in the International Geophysical Year of 1957-58,
to the NATO Science Committee in the late 1960s,
which excluded the Soviet Union, to the U.S. Marine
Sciences Council, which served as an important
national link between scientists and the government,
Oceanographers and the Cold War reveals the military
and foreign policy goals served by U.S. government
involvement in cooperative activities between
scientists, such as joint cruises and expeditions. It
demonstrates as well the extent to which
oceanographers used international cooperation as a
vehicle to pursue patronage from military,
government, and commercial sponsors during the
Cold War, as they sought support for their work by
creating "disciples of marine science" wherever they
could.

Post-Cold War Conflict Deterrence
"With some irony, the way the USSR separated itself
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from its empire and its own peaceful end may seem
to be its most beneficial contributions to history.
These episodes are, in any case, masterpieces of
history."-Jacques Levesque, The Enigma of 1989
"When, where, why did the Cold War end? How did it
manage to end peacefully? The answers are in this
wonderful collection of crucial historical documents,
penetrating essays by experts, plus the record of a
revealing symposium including former Soviet and
American officials. An invaluable source book on the
end of the 20th century."-William C. Taubman,
Amherst College, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Khrushchevò The Man and His Era "Evocative,
illuminating, insightful: This volume is a brilliant
collection of documents, conversations, and essays. It
is absolutely indispensable for understanding the end
of the Cold War."-Melvyn Leffler, University of
Virginia, G.L. Beer Prize-winning author of For the Soul
of Mankind "The National Security Archive deserves
the highest praise for its dedication to work and truth,
and for overcoming numerous obstacles created by
bureaucrats and other excessively cowardly and
greedy custodians of the truth about the past." (From
the Foreword)-Anatoly S. Chernyaev, adviser to
Mikhail Gorbachev, author of My Six Years with
Gorbachev "The conference held at Musgrove
[included in this volume]illuminated one of the most
important periods in 20th century history The National
Security Archive [has] rendered a service to historians
and the public as a whole." (From the Foreword)-Jack
F. Matlock Jr., Former U.S. Ambassador, author of
Autopsy on an Empire About The Editors Svetlana
Savranskaya is Director of Russia/Eurasia Programs at
the National Security Archive. Thomas Blanton is
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Executive Director of the National Security Archive.
Vladislav Zubok is Professor of history at Temple
University. Twenty years in the making, this collection
presents 122 top-level Soviet, European and
American records on the superpowers role in the
annus mitabilis of 1989. Consisting of Politburo
minutes; diary entries from Gorbachev s senior aide,
Anatoly Chernyaev; meeting notes and private
communications of Gorbachev with George H.W.
Bush, Margaret Thatcher, Helmut Kohl and Francois
Mitterrand; and high-level CIA analyses, this volume
offers a rare insider's look at the historic, worldtransforming events that culminated in the collapse of
communism in Eastern Europe and the end of the
Cold War. Most of these records have never been
published before. Complementing the documents are
the proceedings of an extraordinary face-to-face
mutual interrogation of Russian and American former
senior officials from 1998. Anchored by scholars and
documents, the meeting - featuring Gorbachev
advisers Anatoly Chernyaev and Georgy
Shakhriazarov, Shevardnadze aide Sergei Tarasenko,
U.S.Ambassador Jack Matlock and CIA chief Soviet
analyst Douglas MacEachin ùproduced fascinating
insights into superpower policy-making during the
miraculous year of 1989.

Cold War Spy Stories from Eastern
Europe
The first reference book to deal so fully and incisively
with the cultural representations of war in 20thcentury English and US literature and film. The
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volume covers the two World Wars as well as specific
conflicts that generated literary and imaginativ

The Politics Presidents Make
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers
the breadth of the chronological history of the United
States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and
students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of most courses.
The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American
experience, with particular attention paid to
considering issues of race, class and gender. The text
provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have
shaped the United States from both the top down
(politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up
(eyewitness accounts, lived experience).

The Rebellion of Ronald Reagan
The first book-length survey of cinema's vital role in
the Cold War cultural combat between the U.S. and
the USSR. Focuses on 10 films five American and five
Soviet, both iconic and lesser-known works showing
that cinema provided a crucial outlet for the global
"debate" between democratic and communist
ideologies."

Democracy and the State
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In this collection of essays, the contributors examine
the implications of the formal dissolution of the Soviet
Union and the Warsaw Pact on planning for future
military threats. They attempt to identify the nature
and source of the most likely future threats to global
security. Part I contains a broad review of the major
determinants of international change. Part II analyzes
specific situations, the changing nature of warfare,
and potential responses to emerging challenges.

The Cold War: The Definitive
Encyclopedia and Document Collection [5
volumes]
In this updated edition of The Hacked World Order,
cybersecurity expert Adam Segal offers unmatched
insight into the new, opaque global conflict that is
transforming geopolitics. For more than three
hundred years, the world wrestled with conflicts
between nation-states, which wielded military force,
financial pressure, and diplomatic persuasion to
create "world order." But in 2012, the involvement of
the US and Israeli governments in Operation "Olympic
Games," a mission aimed at disrupting the Iranian
nuclear program through cyberattacks, was revealed;
Russia and China conducted massive cyber-espionage
operations; and the world split over the governance of
the Internet. Cyberspace became a battlefield. Cyber
warfare demands that the rules of engagement be
completely reworked and all the old niceties of
diplomacy be recast. Many of the critical resources of
statecraft are now in the hands of the private sector,
giant technology companies in particular. In this new
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world order, Segal reveals, power has been well and
truly hacked.

Burned Bridge
This book examines India’s relationship with Iran
since the post-World War II period and its unique
search for meaningful bilateral ties in the West Asian
region in the context of the changing regional and
international scenarios. The four chapters highlight
the achievements and constraints on the
development of Indo-Iranian relations during the Cold
War era; opportunities and limitations in bilateral
engagements between India and Iran in the aftermath
of the Cold War; impact of the ‘US factor’ on the
development of crucial Indo-Iranian energy ties and
the limitation imposed by India’s relations with Israel
and Saudi Arabia on the India–Iran ties. More
specifically, the four chapters touch on the central
drivers—energy imports, access to Central Asia,
cooperation in Afghanistan, mutual trade and
economic investments and security ties—of India’s
Iran policy, and how they structure India’s interaction
with the other countries of the region and impact on
the articulation of national interests. Combining a rich
interplay of facts and figures with nuanced analyses,
this volume will be a valuable resource for scholars,
policymakers, diplomats and any interested reader
desirous of knowing more about Indo-Iranian relations
in particular and India’s West Asia policy in general.
Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or
distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka
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Decolonization and the Cold War
During the Cold War, stories of espionage became
popular on both sides of the Iron Curtain, capturing
the imagination of readers and filmgoers alike as
secret police quietly engaged in surveillance under
the shroud of impenetrable secrecy. And curiously, in
the post-Cold War period there are no signs of this
enthusiasm diminishing. The opening of secret police
archives in many Eastern European countries has
provided the opportunity to excavate and narrate for
the first time forgotten spy stories. Cold War Spy
Stories from Eastern Europe brings together a wide
range of accounts compiled from the East German
Stasi, the Romanian Securitate, and the Ukrainian
KGB files. The stories are a complex amalgam of fact
and fiction, history and imagination, past and present.
These stories of collusion and complicity, betrayal and
treason, right and wrong, and good and evil cast
surprising new light on the question of Cold War
certainties and divides.

The Cold War in the Third World
The United States has been the world's dominant
power for more than a century. Now many analysts
believe that other countries are rising and the United
States is in decline. Is the unipolar moment over? Is
America finished as a superpower? In this book,
Michael Beckley argues that the United States has
unique advantages over other nations that, if used
wisely, will allow it to remain the world's sole
superpower throughout this century. We are not living
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in a transitional, post-Cold War era. Instead, we are in
the midst of what he calls the unipolar era—a period
as singular and important as any epoch in modern
history. This era, Beckley contends, will endure
because the US has a much larger economic and
military lead over its closest rival, China, than most
people think and the best prospects of any nation to
amass wealth and power in the decades ahead.
Deeply researched and brilliantly argued, this book
covers hundreds of years of great power politics and
develops new methods for measuring power and
predicting the rise and fall of nations. By documenting
long-term trends in the global balance of power and
explaining their implications for world politics, the
book provides guidance for policymakers,
businesspeople, and scholars alike.

The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers
"The year 1949 witnessed China divided into multiple
political and cultural entities. How did this momentous
shift affect Chinese literary topography? Modernity
with a Cold War Face examines the competing,
converging, and conflicting modes of envisioning a
modern nation in mid-twentieth century Chinese
literature. Bridging the 1949 divide in both literary
historical periodization and political demarcation,
Xiaojue Wang proposes a new framework to consider
Chinese literature beyond national boundaries, as
something arising out of the larger global geopolitical
and cultural conflict of the Cold War. Examining a
body of heretofore understudied literary and cultural
production in mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
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and overseas during a crucial period after World War
II, Wang traces how Chinese writers collected artistic
fragments, blended feminist and socialist agendas,
constructed ambivalent stances toward colonial
modernity and an imaginary homeland, translated
foreign literature to shape a new Chinese subjectivity,
and revisited the classics for a new time. Reflecting
historical reality in fictional terms, their work forged a
path toward multiple modernities as they created
alternative ways of connection, communication, and
articulation to uncover and undermine Cold War
dichotomous antagonism. "

Library Media Connection
Envisioning Socialism examines television and the
power it exercised to define the East Germans’ view
of socialism during the first decades of the German
Democratic Republic. In the first book in English to
examine this topic, Heather L. Gumbert traces how
television became a medium prized for its
communicative and entertainment value. She
explores the difficulties GDR authorities had defining
and executing a clear vision of the society they hoped
to establish, and she explains how television helped
to stabilize GDR society in a way that ultimately
worked against the utopian vision the authorities
thought they were cultivating. Gumbert challenges
those who would dismiss East German television as a
tool of repression that couldn’t compete with the
West or capture the imagination of East Germans.
Instead, she shows how, by the early 1960s, television
was a model of the kind of socialist realist art that
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could appeal to authorities and audiences. Ultimately,
this socialist vision was overcome by the challenges
that the international market in media products and
technologies posed to nation-building in the postwar
period. A history of ideas and perceptions examining
both real and mediated historical conditions,
Envisioning Socialism considers television as a
technology, an institution, and a medium of social
relations and cultural knowledge. The book will be
welcomed in undergraduate and graduate courses in
German and media history, the history of postwar
Socialism, and the history of science and
technologies.

Dissent in Eastern Europe
The building of the Berlin Wall in 1961 shocked the
world. Ever since, the image of this impenetrable
barrier between East and West, imposed by
communism, has been a central symbol of the Cold
War. Based on vast research in untapped archival,
oral, and private sources, Burned Bridge reveals the
hidden origins of the Iron Curtain, presenting it in a
startling new light. Historian Edith Sheffer's
unprecedented, in-depth account focuses on Burned
Bridge-the intersection between two sister cities,
Sonneberg and Neustadt bei Coburg, Germany's
largest divided population outside Berlin. Sheffer
demonstrates that as Soviet and American forces
occupied each city after the Second World War,
townspeople who historically had much in common
quickly formed opposing interests and identities. The
border walled off irreconcilable realities: the
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differences of freedom and captivity, rich and poor,
peace and bloodshed, and past and present. Sheffer
describes how smuggling, kidnapping, rape, and
killing in the early postwar years led citizens to
demand greater border control on both sides--long
before East Germany fortified its 1,393 kilometer
border with West Germany. It was in fact the
American military that built the first barriers at
Burned Bridge, which preceded East Germany's
borderland crackdown by many years. Indeed, Sheffer
shows that the physical border between East and
West was not simply imposed by Cold War
superpowers, but was in some part an improvised
outgrowth of an anxious postwar society. Ultimately,
a wall of the mind shaped the wall on the ground.
East and West Germans became part of, and helped
perpetuate, the barriers that divided them. From the
end of World War II through two decades of
reunification, Sheffer traces divisions at Burned
Bridge with sharp insight and compassion, presenting
a stunning portrait of the Cold War on a human scale.

Oceanographers and the Cold War
Cinematic Cold War
This sweeping reference work covers every aspect of
the Cold War, from its ignition in the ashes of World
War II, through the Berlin Wall and the Cuban Missile
Crisis, to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The
Cold War superpower face-off between the Soviet
Union and the United States dominated international
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affairs in the second half of the 20th century and still
reverberates around the world today. This
comprehensive and insightful multivolume set
provides authoritative entries on all aspects of this
world-changing event, including wars, new military
technologies, diplomatic initiatives, espionage
activities, important individuals and organizations,
economic developments, societal and cultural events,
and more. This expansive coverage provides readers
with the necessary context to understand the many
facets of this complex conflict. The work begins with a
preface and introduction and then offers illuminating
introductory essays on the origins and course of the
Cold War, which are followed by some 1,500 entries
on key individuals, wars, battles, weapons systems,
diplomacy, politics, economics, and art and culture.
Each entry has cross-references and a list of books for
further reading. The text includes more than 100 key
primary source documents, a detailed chronology, a
glossary, and a selective bibliography. Numerous
illustrations and maps are inset throughout to provide
additional context to the material. Includes more than
1,500 entries covering all facets of the Cold War from
its origins to its aftermath, including all political,
diplomatic, military, social, economic, and cultural
aspects Incorporates the scholarship of more than
200 internationally recognized contributors from
around the world, many writing about events and
issues from the perspective of their country of origin
Offers more than 100 original documents—a
collection that draws heavily on material from
archives in China, Eastern Europe, and the former
Soviet Union Provides hundreds of powerful images
and dozens of informative maps detailing specific
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military conflicts and movements of various groups
Includes a detailed chronology of important events
that occurred before, during, and after the Cold War

Unrivaled
The Cold War and decolonization transformed the
twentieth century world. This volume brings together
an international line-up of experts to explore how
these transformations took place and expand on
some of the latest threads of analysis to help inform
our understanding of the links between the two
phenomena. The book begins by exploring ideas of
modernity, development, and economics as Cold War
and postcolonial projects and goes on to look at the
era's intellectual history and investigate how
emerging forms of identity fought for supremacy.
Finally, the contributors question ideas of sovereignty
and state control that move beyond traditional Cold
War narratives. Decolonization and the Cold War
emphasizes new approaches by drawing on various
methodologies, regions, themes, and interdisciplinary
work, to shed new light on two topics that are
increasingly important to historians of the twentieth
century.

India-Iran Relations
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.
This book explores how the socially disputed period of
the Cold War is remembered in today’s history
classroom. Applying a diverse set of methodological
strategies, the authors map the dividing lines in and
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between memory cultures across the globe, paying
special attention to the impact the crisis-driven age of
our present has on images of the past. Authors
analysing educational media point to ambivalence,
vagueness and contradictions in textbook narratives
understood to be echoes of societal and academic
controversies. Others focus on teachers and the
history classroom, showing how unresolved political
issues create tensions in history education. They
render visible how teachers struggle to handle these
challenges by pretending that what they do is ‘just
history’. The contributions to this book unveil how
teachers, backgrounding the political inherent in all
memory practices, often nourish the illusion that the
history in which they are engaged is all about
addressing the past with a reflexive and disciplined
approach.

The Hacked World Order
A primary source examination of the infiltration of
Stalin's Soviet intelligence network by members of
the American government during World War II reveals
the dictator's dubious partnerships with such top-level
figures as Vice President Henry Wallace and chief
advisor Harry Hopkins. Co-written by the author of
Blacklisted by History.

History for the IB Diploma Paper 2: The
Cold War
A foreign affairs columnist for the Los Angeles Times
traces America's relationship with China, from the
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Nixon years through the present day, discussing such
topics as Taiwan, Afghanistan, Tiananmen Square,
and the Soviet collapse. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.

Modernity with a Cold War Face
This study aims to demonstrate that presidents are
persistent agents of change, continually disrupting
and transforming the political landscape. The politics
of the "third way" is also discussed in relation to Bill
Clinton's political strategies.

NATO at 40
In the Cold War era, the confrontation between
capitalism and communism played out not only in
military, diplomatic, and political contexts, but also in
the realm of culture—and perhaps nowhere more so
than the cultural phenomenon of sports, where the
symbolic capital of athletic endeavor held up a mirror
to the global contest for the sympathies of citizens
worldwide. The Whole World Was Watching examines
Cold War rivalries through the lens of sporting
activities and competitions across Europe, Asia,
Africa, Latin America, and the U.S. The essays in this
volume consider sport as a vital sphere for
understanding the complex geopolitics and cultural
politics of the time, not just in terms of commerce and
celebrity, but also with respect to shifting notions of
race, class, and gender. Including contributions from
an international lineup of historians, this volume
suggests that the analysis of sport provides a
valuable lens for understanding both how individuals
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experienced the Cold War in their daily lives, and how
sports culture in turn influenced politics and
diplomatic relations.

The Marshall Plan
Historians have long understood that the notion of
"the cold war" is richly metaphorical, if not
paradoxical. The conflict between the United States
and the Soviet Union was a war that fell ambiguously
short of war, an armed truce that produced
considerable bloodshed. Yet scholars in the rapidly
expanding field of Cold War studies have seldom
paused to consider the conceptual and chronological
foundations of the idea of the Cold War itself. In
Uncertain Empire, a group of leading scholars takes
up the challenge of making sense of the idea of the
Cold War and its application to the writing of
American history. They interrogate the concept from a
wide range of disciplinary vantage points--diplomatic
history, the history of science, literary criticism,
cultural history, and the history of
religion--highlighting the diversity of methods and
approaches in contemporary Cold War studies.
Animating the volume as a whole is a question about
the extent to which the Cold War was an American
invention. Uncertain Empire brings debates over
national, global, and transnational history into focus
and offers students of the Cold War a new framework
for considering recent developments in the field.

Superpower Showdown
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Deterrence as a strategic concept evolved during the
Cold War. During that period, deterrence strategy was
aimed mainly at preventing aggression against the
United States and its close allies by the hostile
Communist power centers--the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (USSR) and its allies, Communist
China and North Korea. In particular, the strategy was
devised to prevent aggression involving nuclear
attack by the USSR or China. Since the end of the
Cold War, the risk of war among the major powers has
subsided to the lowest point in modern history. Still,
the changing nature of the threats to American and
allied security interests has stimulated a considerable
broadening of the deterrence concept. Post-Cold War
Conflict Deterrence examines the meaning of
deterrence in this new environment and identifies key
elements of a post-Cold War deterrence strategy and
the critical issues in devising such a strategy. It
further examines the significance of these findings for
the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. Quantitative and
qualitative measures to support judgments about the
potential success or failure of deterrence are
identified. Such measures will bear on the suitability
of the naval forces to meet the deterrence objectives.
The capabilities of U.S. naval forces that especially
bear on the deterrence objectives also are examined.
Finally, the book examines the utility of models,
games, and simulations as decision aids in improving
the naval forces' understanding of situations in which
deterrence must be used and in improving the
potential success of deterrence actions.

Superpowers in the Post-Cold War Era
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Nuclear Statecraft
U.S. History
This coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic
10: Authoritarian States (20th century) of the History
for the IB Diploma syllabus for first assessment in
2017. Tailored to the requirements of the IB syllabus
and written by experienced IB History examiners and
teachers, it offers authoritative and engaging
guidance through the following detailed studies from
around the world: Mussolini and Italy, Hitler and
Germany, Mao and China, and Castro and Cuba.

Edinburgh Companion to TwentiethCentury British and American War
Literature
This collection explores the complex interrelationships
between the Soviet-American struggle for global
preeminence and the rise of the Third World.
Featuring original essays by twelve leading scholars,
it examines the influence of Third World actors on the
course of the Cold War.

Apollo's Warriors
About national and international power in the
"modern" or Post Renaissance period. Explains how
the various powers have risen and fallen over the 5
centuries since the formation of the "new
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monarchies" in W. Europe.

CCCO News Notes
This is the inside story of the US–China trade war, how
relations between these superpowers unraveled,
darkening prospects for global peace and prosperity,
as told by two Wall Street Journal reporters, one
based in Washington, D.C., the other in Beijing, who
have had more access to the decision makers in the
White House and in China’s Zhongnanhai leadership
compound than anyone else. The trade battle
between China and the U.S. didn’t start with Trump
and won’t end with him, argue Bob Davis and Lingling
Wei. The two countries have a long and fraught
political and economic history which has become
more contentious over the past three years—an
escalation that has negatively impacted both
countries' economies and the world at large—and
holds the potential for even more uncertainty and
disruption. How did this stand-off happen? How much
are U.S. presidents and officials who haven't
effectively confronted or negotiated with China to
blame? What role have Chinese leaders, and U.S.
business leaders who for decades acted as Beijing’s
lobbyists in Washington, played in driving tensions
between the two countries? Superpower Showdown is
the story of a romance gone bad. Uniquely positioned
to tell the story, Davis and Wei have conducted
hundreds of interviews with government and business
officials in both nations over the seven years they
have worked together writing for the Wall Street
Journal. Analyzing U.S.–China relations, they explain
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how we have reached this tipping point, and look at
where we could be headed. Vivid and provocative,
Superpower Showdown will help readers understand
the context of the trade war and prepare them for
what may come next.

About Face
Contains primary source material.

The Whole World Was Watching
In this penetrating analysis of the role of political
leadership in the Cold War's ending, Archie Brown
shows why the popular view that Western economic
and military strength left the Soviet Union with no
alternative but to admit defeat is wrong. To
understand the significance of the parts played by
Mikhail Gorbachev, Ronald Reagan and Margaret
Thatcher in East-West relations in the second half of
the 1980s, Brown addresses several specific
questions: What were the values and assumptions of
these leaders, and how did their perceptions evolve?
What were the major influences on them? To what
extent were they reflecting the views of their own
political establishment or challenging them? How
important for ending the East-West standoff were
their interrelations? Would any of the realistically
alternative leaders of their countries at that time have
pursued approximately the same policies? The Cold
War got colder in the early 1980s and the relationship
between the two military superpowers, the USA and
the Soviet Union, each of whom had the capacity to
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annihilate the other, was tense. By the end of the
decade, East-West relations had been utterly
transformed, with most of the dividing lines including the division of Europe - removed.
Engagement between Gorbachev and Reagan was a
crucial part of that process of change. More surprising
was Thatcher's role. Regarded by Reagan as his
ideological and political soulmate, she formed also a
strong and supportive relationship with Gorbachev
(beginning three months before he came to power).
Promoting Gorbachev in Washington as 'a man to do
business with', she became, in the words of her
foreign policy adviser Sir Percy Cradock, 'an agent of
influence in both directions'.

Challenge and Response
Future Survey Annual 1991
Winner of the 2018 American Academy of Diplomacy
Douglas Dillon Award Shortlisted for the 2018 Duff
Cooper Prize in Literary Nonfiction “[A] brilliant
book…by far the best study yet” (Paul Kennedy, The
Wall Street Journal) of the gripping history behind the
Marshall Plan and its long-lasting influence on our
world. In the wake of World War II, with Britain’s
empire collapsing and Stalin’s on the rise, US officials
under new Secretary of State George C. Marshall set
out to reconstruct western Europe as a bulwark
against communist authoritarianism. Their massive,
costly, and ambitious undertaking would confront
Europeans and Americans alike with a vision at odds
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with their history and self-conceptions. In the process,
they would drive the creation of NATO, the European
Union, and a Western identity that continue to shape
world events. Benn Steil’s “thoroughly researched
and well-written account” (USA TODAY) tells the story
behind the birth of the Cold War, told with verve,
insight, and resonance for today. Focusing on the
critical years 1947 to 1949, Benn Steil’s gripping
narrative takes us through the seminal episodes
marking the collapse of postwar US-Soviet
relations—the Prague coup, the Berlin blockade, and
the division of Germany. In each case, Stalin’s
determination to crush the Marshall Plan and
undermine American power in Europe is vividly
portrayed. Bringing to bear fascinating new material
from American, Russian, German, and other European
archives, Steil’s account will forever change how we
see the Marshall Plan. “Trenchant and timely…an
ambitious, deeply researched narrative
that…provides a fresh perspective on the coming Cold
War” (The New York Times Book Review), The
Marshall Plan is a polished and masterly work of
historical narrative. An instant classic of Cold War
literature, it “is a gripping, complex, and critically
important story that is told with clarity and precision”
(The Christian Science Monitor).

Stalin's Secret Agents
Envisioning Socialism
This book explores the question of where power lies in
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the post-Cold War world. The authors identify and
discuss the factors which make the United States the
world leader in the 1990s, and consider the strengths
and weaknesses of countries which may be on the
way to becoming leaders in Europe (Russia and the
EU) and Asia (Japan and China).
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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